
EMILIE ZOÉ - Press Texts


SHORT 

Emilie Zoé has always done things by herself. She writes, records, and manages her work only 
following her precise feeling of what’s correct and what’s not. She published the rough and highly 
remarked DEAD-END TAPE LP on Hummus Records in 2016 and started gathering a solid team of 
trusted friends to follow that same precise feeling of where to bring her music. Projects have 
blossomed since then in all kind of directions and one can see Emilie now adapting her songs for 
theater plays, tv shows, live movie soundtracks, lectures, and so on. She also found some time to 
release and tour a bluffing first album with 90’s lo-fi outfit Autisti. Her second LP, THE VERY 
START, came out in November 2018 on Hummus Records, acclaimed by the critics and rewarded 
by a Swiss Music Award.


LONG 

Emilie Zoé was born in the 90’s in Lausanne, Switzerland. She learns how to play guitar at the age 
of 16, mostly by herself, and starts singing songs in her room. Pushed by her friends, she 
subscribes to a songwriting class and gets more confident in writing her own texts and melodies. 

At 18 she definitely quits her science studies to focus entirely on music. She is selected to be 
Anna Aaron’s main guitarist, and tours as a backing musician for 4 years all over Europe. She 
keeps writing songs and forms a quartet, that already features long-time friend Nicolas Pittet on 
drums. She releases her first EP “EMPTY” in 2013, which sees her for the first time play festivals 
and clubs under her own name. 


She meets Louis Jucker, a quite hyperactive swiss indie-rock activist, with whom she records her 
first LP “DEAD-END TAPE”. Those 11 raw, lo-fi and intimate songs are recorded by Emilie only, 
she plays all instruments and assists Louis for the mix. It is published in 2016 through the small 
and upcoming swiss label Hummus Records. She collaborates also with Louis in AUTISTI, an 
ephemeral loud 90’s lo-fi rock trio, that tours intensely in Germany, France and Switzerland in 
2017.


Meanwhile her live show shrinks to a duo with Nicolas, giving more space to her recognizable 
guitar tone and allowing her songwriting more freedom. This minimal live formula opens her the 
doors of many major Swiss clubs. She tracks a 7” single “LEAVING SAN FRANCISCO” at 
Hummus Records studios that features Nicolas on drums, piano and backing vocals. 

After two years of touring their set as a duo, they team up with musician and film-maker Christian 
Garcia (Velma, Meril Wubslin) to re-arrange their songs for the studio. In 2 weeks they reinvent ten 
of their songs from the very start, tracking guitars, drums and vocals all at the same time. 
Christian’s creativity twists their original rough arrangements into delicate landscapes, adding 
subtle layers of keys, choirs and noises. 


Her second LP, "THE VERY START", came out in November 2018 on Hummus Records, 
acclaimed by the critics and rewarded by a Swiss Music Award in February 2019.


Emilie quotes Two Gallants, Grandaddy, Eels, Sparklehorse and Girls in Hawaii as influences, 
underlining her passion for strong guitar tones and vocals melodies.


